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Life Story. Betty Neuman was born in 1924 on a farm near Lowell, Ohio. In 1947, Neuman initial nursing 

education was completed with double honors at People's Hospital School of Nursing (now General Hospital) 

in Akron, Ohio. She attended the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) with a double major in 

Public Health and Psychology. She completed her Baccalaureate Degree with Honors in Nursing in 1957. In 

1966, she received her Master's Degree in Mental Health, Public Health Consultation from UCLA, and in 

1985, She- received a Doctoral Degree in Clinical Psychology from Pacific Western University in 1985. 

Neuman was a pioneer of nursing involvement in mental health. She developed taught, and refined a 

community mental health program for postmaster level nurses at UCLA. The Neuman system model was 

originally developed in 1970 published in Nursing Research. Neuman has published three editions of the 

Neuman System Model. She has also had chapters in all editions of Conceptual model for nursing practice, the 

latest being the third edition edited by Riehl-Sisca (1989), and in Parker’s (1990) Nursing theories in practice. 

The Neuman System Model. The two major components of this model are stress and the reaction to stress. It 

was developed to help teach graduate students an integrated approach to client care. The model is based in 

general system theory and views the client as an open system that responds to stressors in the environment. 

The client variables are physiological, psychological, socio cultural, developmental, and spiritual. The client 

system consists of a basic or core structure normal temp range, genetic structure, ego structure, strength and 

weakness) that is protected by lines of resistance (such as the activation of the immune system mechanism). 

The usual level of health is identified as the normal line of defense that is protected by a flexible line of 

defense. The flexible line of defense is dynamic rather than stable and can be altered over a relatively short 

period by factors such as inadequate nutrition or sleep.  

Stressors are intra-, inter-, and extra personal in nature and arise from the internal, external, and created 

environments. When stressors break through the flexible line of defense, the system is invaded and the lines of 



resistance are activated and the system is described as moving into illness on a wellness-illness continuum. If 

adequate energy is available, the system will be reconstituted with the normal line of defense restored at, 

below, or above its previous level. 

Nursing interventions occur through three prevention modalities. Primary prevention (assessment, health 

promotion) occurs before the stressors invades the system; secondary prevention (intervention priorities) 

occurs after the system has reacted to an invading stressor; and tertiary prevention (move the client back in 

circular manner toward primary prevention) occurs after secondary prevention as reconstitution is being 

established. 

This model has been widely used in all areas of nursing practice. Its flexibility and universality are 

documented in the many publications that describe its use in nursing education, research, administration, and 

direct patient care. 
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